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Error-bounded lossy compression has been effective in significantly reducing the data storage/transfer bur-

den while preserving the reconstructed data fidelity very well. Many error-bounded lossy compressors have

been developed for a wide range of parallel and distributed use cases for years. These lossy compressors are

designed with distinct compression models and design principles, such that each of them features particular

pros and cons. In this paper we provide a comprehensive survey of emerging error-bounded lossy compres-

sion techniques for different use cases each involving big data to process. The key contribution is fourfold.

(1) We summarize an insightful taxonomy of lossy compression into 6 classic compression models. (2) We

provide a comprehensive survey of 10+ commonly used compression components/modules used in error-

bounded lossy compressors. (3) We provide a comprehensive survey of 10+ state-of-the-art error-bounded

lossy compressors as well as how they combine the various compression modules in their designs. (4) We pro-

vide a comprehensive survey of the lossy compression for 10+ modern scientific applications and use-cases.

We believe this survey is useful to multiple communities including scientific applications, high-performance

computing, lossy compression, and big data.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems→ Data compression.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Error-Bounded Lossy Compression, Scientific Applications
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today’s scientific exploration and discovery substantially depend on large-scale scientific simula-
tions or advanced instruments, which can easily produce vast amounts of data. Such vast volumes
of data need to be transferred at different levels of devices (such as memory, network, and disk
I/O) during the simulations or data acquisition for post hoc analysis. Coherent imaging methods,
for example, are one of the primary drivers for the upgrades to the light sources (LCLS-II [10],
APS-U [55], NSLS-II, ALS-U), which will generate high-resolution detector images at a very high
frequency, producing data streams of 250 GB/s [36] in some settings. These instrument data are
expected to be transferred through an internal high-speed network and stored in a dedicated stor-
age device for later analysis. Another typical example is that 16 petabytes of memory is required
to store the full quantum state of a 50-qubit system [182].
Error-bounded lossy compression1 has been effective in reducing the volumes of scientific datasets

for different use cases. Basically, as indicated by our previous study [36], the commonuse cases that
have been explored include significantly reducing storage footprint [196] and memory footprint

1Data compression is also known as data reduction. In this paper we may use these two terms exchangeably.
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[182], avoiding recomputation cost in scientific simulations [58], accelerating checkpoint/restart
[165], accelerating the I/O performance [114], and reducing data stream intensity [172]. More
emerging use cases will be discussed in Section 5.
Studies have showed that the reconstructed data of lossy compressors are acceptable to users for

their post hoc analysis as long as the compression errors can be controlled to a certain extent. In the
community, we call such lossy compressors that allows to control the data distortion to a certain
low level error-bounded lossy compressors. Since error-bounded compression can potentially reach
very high compression ratios (e.g., 10–1000 [113, 193] or even higher [27, 104, 122]), this technique
is arguably a promising solution to resolve the big data issues in the above-mentioned use cases.
In this paper we present a comprehensive survey to provide a thorough understanding of the

error-bounded lossy compression techniques, their pros and cons, and how to use error-bounded
lossy compression in different parallel and distributed use cases. The following topics are consid-
ered.

• We summarize an insightful taxonomy of lossy compression into 6 compression models.
• Weprovide a comprehensive survey of 10+ commonlyused compression components/modules
(such as various predictors, bit truncation, quantization, wavelet transform, tucker decom-
position, autoencoder) used in different lossy compressors.

• We choose 30+ state-of-the-art error-controlled lossy compressors (i.e., compression pipelines)
and analyze 12 of them in terms of how various compression modules are used in their de-
signs. The studied compressors include not only classic general-purpose error-bounded lossy
compressors (such as SZ, ZFP) but also many other emerging tailored lossy compressors
(such as SPERR, AESZ, FAZ, MDZ) optimized for specific use cases.

• We provide a comprehensive survey of many emerging parallel scientific applications and
distributed use cases regarding the error-bounded lossy compression technique.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive summary of the lossy compression
modules/techniques used by existing error-bounded lossy compressors (up to the year 2024), and
the most comprehensive survey for the emerging state-of-the-art error-bounded lossy compres-
sors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We propose a novel compression model tax-

onomy in Section 2, which summarizes the existing lossy compression methods into six categories.
In Section 3we survey multiple modular techniques commonly used in different lossy compressors.
In Section 4 we discuss existing off-the-shelf lossy compressors for scientific datasets and how they
are designed/developed based on the aforementioned lossy compression modules/techniques. In
Section 5 we discuss a wide range of applications and the parallel and distributed use cases with
regard to lossy compression techniques. We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude the
survey in Section 7 with a discussion of future work.

2 COMPRESSION MODEL TAXONOMY

Figure 1 illustrates the six state-of-the-art data compressionmodelswe summarized based onmany
existing error-bounded lossy compressors. Each of the models has its pros and cons with respect
to the time/space complexity and reconstruction quality. In the figure, for example, the models on
the left generally tend to have lower time complexity yet lower data reconstruction quality than
do the models on the right.2 In practice, each reduction model is a fundamental technique that can
be combined with other models or techniques to generate a specific data compressor.
In what follows, we describe the six data compression models and their pros and cons.

2Note that the performance and quality rule demonstrated in Figure 1 holds in general cases. The real performance/quality

also depends on the specific design and implementation.
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Fig. 1. Error-Controlled Lossy Compression Model Taxonomy

1.Decimation-/filtering-based compression: Decimation can be split into two categories: spa-
tial decimation and temporal decimation. The former often adopts a sampling method during the
data compression and then recovers the missing data by applying an interpolation over the sam-
pled data during the data reconstruction. The latter samples the temporal snapshots every  time
steps during the simulation or data acquisition and reconstructs the missing snapshots using an in-
terpolation method. Pros: extremely high data compression performance. Cons: potentially very
expensive data reconstruction since it needs to recover missing data points by numerical methods
such as interpolation. Specific examples will be given in later sections.
2. Bit-manipulation-based compression: Bit manipulation is commonly used to remove the

insignificant bits in the dataset, which may reduce the data size in turn. A typical example is Bit
Grooming [187], which analyzes the number of significant bits with respect to the user-specified
number of base-2 or base-10 digits and truncates data by removing insignificant parts. Another ex-
ample is SZx [186], which pursues a very high compression speed by enforcing every step in the
compression to be composed of fairly lightweight operations such as addition, subtraction, and
bitwise operation. Pros: fairly fast data compression because of pure bitwise operations. Cons:
relatively low data compression ratio because it does not take full advantage of the data character-
istics or correlation information.
3. Transformation-based compression: Data transform (such as wavelet and cosine trans-

form) has been widely used in the data compression community [102–104, 117] because it can
effectively convert the original data domain to another domain (generally called the coefficient do-
main). The transformed domain is generally much easier to compress because the coefficient data
are mostly close to zero and their values often exhibit regular spatial characteristics (e.g., large
values are gathered in a core of the space). Pros: may lead to fairly high rate distortion (i.e., high
ratio with high quality); high performance due to matrix multiplication (e.g., on GPU). Cons: not
easy to control the error bound; relatively fixed transform methods.

, Vol. -, No. -, Article -. Publication date: April, 2024.
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4. Prediction-based compression: A prediction-based compression model [37, 50, 98, 113, 118,
164] generally involves four steps: pointwise data prediction, quantization, variable-length encod-
ing, and dictionary encoding. Data prediction is the most critical step in the prediction-based com-
pressors because higher prediction accuracy can significantly reduce the burden of the later steps.
Pros: very high compression ratio with high quality; customizable prediction stage to fit different
datasets adaptively; easy/effective control of errors. Cons: inferior performance (speed) because
of variable-length and dictionary encoding; nontrivial to accelerate over GPUs.
5.HOSVD-based compression: Higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) (e.g., Tucker

decomposition) can effectively decompose the data (i.e., a tensor) to a set of matrices and a small
core tensor, with well-preserved L2 normal error. By combining HOSVD and other techniques
such as bit-plane, run-length, and/or arithmetic coding, the data size could be significantly re-
duced. Pros: extremely high compression ratio [27] since it leverages long-range correlation in
the dataset across different dimensions (such as time dimension and different fields). Cons: very
expensive because of its intrinsic iterative steps in error control [27].
6. Deep-learning-based compression: Deep learning techniques have been used to improve

the data compression ratio. In particular, autoencoder (AE) [60] and variational autoencoder (VAE)
[91] are two classic data reconstruction techniques. An autoencoder is a kind of artificial neural
network for learning efficient data codings in an unsupervised manner. The original aim of an
autoencoder is to learn a representation (encoding) for a set of data, typically for dimensionality
reduction. Thus it can be leveraged to reduce data size. By comparison, VAE is a generative model
(similar to a generative adversarial network [61]), in which a variational approach is used for latent
representation learning, resulting in a specific estimator for the training algorithm. VAE has many
variate versions [39, 71, 91, 93, 95, 170, 197], which are studied in our project.Pros: a fast-emerging
technique with a promising opportunity to get a very high compression ratio. Cons: inferior data
reconstruction quality; very expensive training; relatively expensive encoding and decoding.

3 MODULAR LOSSY COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

In this section we describe the key lossy compression modules or techniques that are often used in
many modern state-of-the-art error-bounded lossy compressors. Each technique listed here gener-
ally cannot be treated as a complete compressor but just a critical module or step in a compression
pipeline (i.e., a compressor). That is, each technique needs to be combined with one or more other
techniques to compose an error-bounded lossy compression pipeline, in order to obtain a high
compression ratio with strictly controlled compression errors based on user-defined error bounds.

3.1 Pointwise Data Prediction (PDP)

Data prediction is a critical technique in the prediction-based error-bounded compression model,
such as FPZIP and the SZ-series compressors including SZ1.4, SZ2, SZ3, and QoZ, as well as many
domain-specific compressors (MDZ, CliZ, etc.). Generally in the whole compression pipeline, the
data prediction step is the first or second step, followed by computing the difference between the
predicted value and the original value, which would lead to a set of close-to-zero values. These
close-to-zero values could be compressed more easily/effectively than the original data values.
Two critical constraints exist in the design of the data predictor to be used in an error-bounded

lossy compression model such as SZ.

• Reconstructed-Data-Driven Policy. The prediction method cannot use the original raw
data values directly in the course of data prediction, because the predicted values must
be identical between the compression stage and decompression stage while the prediction
method can see only the lossily reconstructed values during the decompression. Otherwise,

, Vol. -, No. -, Article -. Publication date: April, 2024.
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compression errors cannot be bounded because of the undesired inconsistent predicted val-
ues during the compression versus decompression.

• Recoverable Recursive-Scanning Policy (RRS policy). The prediction method should
be able to cover all the datapoints in terms of a specific scanning policy/order, since the
data values would be reconstructed one by one in the course of decompression. Figure 2
demonstrates the RRS policy based on six eligible predictors. As shown in the figure, the
scanning policy of all the prediction methods presented is executable to cover all data points
throughout the whole dataset.

(a) 1D-1L Lorenzo

(used by SZ1,SZ2)

(b) 2D-1L Lorenzo

(used by SZ1,SZ2)

(c) Linear Spline Interpolation 

(used by SZ3)

(d) Scaled-Pattern 

(used by Pastri)

(e) Wavelet 

(used by SPERR)

(f) temporal-pred. 

(used by MDZ)

Block-size

T
e

m
p
la

te Transform Detransform

T1
Time

T2 T3 T4

Processed data
Unprocessed data
Values used in predi.
Datum to be predicted

Fig. 2. RRS Policy with Six Prediction Methods

Table 1 summarizes many existing predictors used in different error-bounded lossy compres-
sors. The most popular predictors used in generic-purpose compressors include Lorenzo predictor,
linear regression, spline interpolation, and wavelet transform. In general, the prediction method
applied on each data point in the whole dataset leverages a certain number of neighboring or
adjacent data values in spatial or temporal dimension.

Table 1. Predictors Used in Different Lossy Compressors

Predictor Compressor Domain # Values Used

Lorenzo-1D-1L SZ1-3 [50, 164, 193], FPZIP [118] Generic 1
Lorenzo-2D-1L SZ1-3 [50, 164, 193], FPZIP [118] Generic 3
Lorenzo-3D-1L SZ1-3 [50, 164, 193], FPZIP [118] Generic 7
Mean-value SZ2 [113] Generic Many

Linear Regression SZ2 [113] Generic 216
Linear Interpolation SZ3 [193], QoZ [121], FAZ [122] Generic 2
Spline Interpolation SZ3 [193], QoZ [121], FAZ [122] Generic 4

Wavelet/Orthogonal Tran. Hybrid [111], SPERR [104] Generic 64
Scaled-Pattern Pastri [58] Quantum Che. Many

Temporal Smoothness MDZ [196] MD 1
Multi-level MDZ [196] MD Many
Mask-based CliZ [84] Climate 2 or 4

3.2 �antization (QT)

Quantization is a popular technique widely used in today’s lossy compressors. Basically, quantiza-
tion means a specific procedure/operation in which the data value range will be split into multiple
consecutive intervals (i.e., quantization bins) each with a unique bin number, and each data value
would be checked in which bin/interval it is located so that it can be represented by the correspond-
ing quantization bin number. After the quantization step, each quantization bin would contain a
certain number of data values, forming a histogram, which would often be encoded by a certain
coding algorithm (such as Huffman encoding) to get a high compression ratio. The data to be quan-
tized could be the original data values [97, 188] or the difference of the predicted value and original

, Vol. -, No. -, Article -. Publication date: April, 2024.
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data value [113, 164]. Various types of quantization methods are summarized in Table 2 and are
detailed in the following text.

Table 2. �antizations Used in Different Lossy Compressors

Method Compressor Domain Approximation Feature

Linear-scale SZ1/2/3,etc. Generic Fixed-error and uneven distribution
Log-scale NUMARCK Generic More balanced histograms

Vector-quantization MDZ MD Matching multilevel pattern
multi-interval Cons-SZ Generic Adaptation to multi-intervals

• Linear-scale quantization. Linear-scale quantization is used mainly when an error bound
needs to be respected during the compression. In this method, each quantization bin has the
same length.

• Log-scale quantization. In log-scale quantization, the quantization bin size follows a log-
scale (or exponential distribution). In general, smaller bins tend to cover denser intervals
in the histogram, in order to get a balanced count distribution among all quantization bins.
NUMARCK [40] is a typical example that studied log-scale quantization.

• Vector quantization. Similar to log-scale quantization, vector quantization adopts variable-
length quantization bins, where the quantization bin size depends on a certain clustering
(e.g., K-means) technique applied on the dataset. This can improve the data approximation
accuracy when using the centroid to represent all the data values contained by the corre-
sponding bins. Typical examples that use the vector quantization method includeMDZ [196]
and NUMARCK [40].

• Multi-interval based quantization. In this quantization method, the quantization bins
may have different lengths, depending on the user’s quantity of interest on various value
intervals. Thus, the multi-interval-based quantization method allows users to set different
error bounds (i.e., different lengths of quantization bins) to control data distortion at different
value ranges more flexibly compared with the linear-scale quantization. We refer readers to
[127, 129] for more details.

3.3 Orthogonal/Wavelet Transform (OWT/DWT)

Wavelet transform, specifically the hierarchical multidimensional discrete wavelet transform, is
also a useful data transform method for scientific data compression. In many cases it can effec-
tively decorrelate and sparsify the input data to coefficients with higher compressibilities. Example
wavelet transforms leveraged in existing scientific lossy compressors are the CDF9/7 [44] wavelet
in SPERR [104] and Sym13 [47] wavelet in FAZ [122]. In those compressors, the input data array is
first preprocessed with wavelet transforms. Next, the transformed coefficient array is further en-
coded with certain encoding algorithms such as the SPECK [139] encoding algorithm for wavelet
coefficients. The encoded bitstream usually exhibits a significantly reduced size comparedwith the
original data. One core limitation of wavelet transform is that, for achieving a high compression
ratio, the corresponding transform often has a relatively high computational cost and therefore
apparently slows the compression process.

3.4 Pointwise Domain Transform (PDT)

Pointwise domain transform here refers to a (pre)processing step that performs an operation on
each data point in order to meet a specific error bound requirement. A typical example of PDT is
using logarithmic domain transform to implement the pointwise relative error bound [194]. Specif-
ically, Liang et al. [112] proved that enforcing a pointwise relative error bound 4A on the original
data 3 is equivalent to enforcing an absolute error bound log(1+4A ) on the logarithmic data log |3 |.
Thus, compression with pointwise relative error bound can be implemented as traditional lossy
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compression with absolute error bound after performing a logarithmic transform on the original
data. This is a generic approach that can be applied to any compressor with an absolute error
bound. However, it will introduce certain overhead due to the expensive logarithmic operations
during compression and exponential operations during decompression.

3.5 Bit-Plane Coding (BPC)

Bit-plane coding is commonly used in many lossy compressors with different compression models.
BPC can be applied either in the original data domain or in the transformed coefficient domain. The
fundamental idea about BPC is that the scientific data are always stored in a specific bit-plane rep-
resentation (e.g., IEEE 754 floating-point or integer), such that each bit in the presentation affects
the data value with different levels. Taking 32-bit floating-point data as an example (as illustrated
in Figure 3), the alteration of leading bits (high-end) will change the data value more significantly
than the alteration of ending bits (low-end). The reason is that the leading part contains the sign,
exponent, and significant mantissa bits. Thus, ignoring a certain number of insignificant bit planes
for a group of data values is often used in different lossy compression algorithms. In general, the
loss introduced into the data by the bit truncation method is determined by the data values: the
larger the data value, the larger the compression error. We explain the reason by using a floating-
point value as an example. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we give the analysis
based on the floating-point value in decimal format instead of binary format actually used by the
data representation on machines. For the two numbers 12.34 and 123.4, their representations are
1.234×101 and 1.234×102. When a digit is removed (e.g., removing 4), the errors introduced into
the two numbers would be 0.04 and 0.4, respectively, which depends on the original data values.
Performing BPC after aligning the exponent of data to the same scale is a typical variation, which
enforces an absolute error bound that is irrelevant to the data value.

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

……

data[0]=1.234

data[1]=1.243

data[2]=1.255

data[3]=1.256

data[4]=1.257

Truncate 6 insignificant bits

Fig. 3. Example of Bit Truncation to Remove 6 Insignificant Bits for 5 Consecutive Data Values

Table 3 summarizes 8 error-controlled lossy compressors that involve the BPC technique.

Table 3. Bit-Plane Coding Methods Used in Different Lossy Compressors

Compressor Stage & Purpose Error Control Mode

SZ1/2 [50, 113, 164] Processing Outlier/Unpredictable Data Absolute Error Bound
ZFP [117] Processing/Encoding Transformed Coefficients Absolute Error Bound & Precision Mode
FPZIP [118] Processing Prediction-Mapped Integer Residuals Precision Mode
SZx [186] Processing Nonconstant Blocks Absolute Error Bound
cuSZp [97] Processing Nonzero Blocks after Quantization+Lorenzo Absolute Error Bound
SPERR [104] Processing Wavelet-Transformed Coefficients Absolute Error Bound

DigitRounding [48] Processing Raw Data Absolute Error Bound
BigGrooming [187] processing Raw Data Absolute Error Bound

3.6 Tucker Decomposition and HOSVD (SVD)

Tucker decomposition, particularly HOSVD, is a robust technique extensively utilized for data re-
duction in high-dimensional datasets [27, 28, 160, 161]. This method extends the matrix singular
value decomposition (SVD) to higher-order tensors. HOSVD decomposes a dataset into a core ten-
sor and a series of matrices corresponding to each dimension, effectively leveraging the spatial
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correlation within the dataset to capture its multidimensional structure. As a result of the HOSVD
process, the transformed core tensor becomes sparser than the original dataset, enhancing its com-
pressibility. This characteristic enables HOSVD-based compressors to achieve significant compres-
sion ratios with minimal information loss, particularly for datasets with relatively smooth varia-
tions. The primary limitation of HOSVD lies in its computational complexity, especially for large
datasets, which can make the decomposition computationally expensive and time-consuming.

3.7 Decimation/Sampling (DS)

Decimation/sampling is commonly used by scientific applications to reduce the volumes of the
simulation data to be stored on parallel file systems. In general, decimation means performing
downsampling along the time dimension during the simulation: for example, saving the snapshot
data to disks every  time steps instead of saving all snapshots during the simulation. Many sci-
entific simulation packages, such as Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC) [64],
EXAALT molecular dynamics simulation [11], reverse time migration (RTM) [9, 31], and Flash-X
[4], allow users to save the snapshot data selectively over time. In comparisonwith decimation, the
sampling strategy generally means performing downsampling in space for each snapshot dataset,
which can also significantly reduce the data volumes. Liang et al. [110] studied the pros and cons of
different decimation/sampling-based compression strategies in both temporal and spatial dimen-
sion. Specifically, the authors pointed out that a decimation/sampling method can have extremely
high speed in the compression stage, but it may suffer from substantial decompression cost and
also low reconstructed data quality compared with traditional error-bounded lossy compressors
such as SZ [113, 164]. Compressed sensing (CS) is another typical lossy compression method that
leverages the sampling strategy. In general, CS is usedwhere the compression is required to be very
fast (e.g., in online compression) while decompression is not that important and can be performed
offline. CS can be very fast because it just needs to sample the dataset with a certain randomness.
To reconstruct the data, however, CS needs to solve an underdetermined linear system, which
could be very expensive.

3.8 Filtering (FTR)

The filtering technique aims to remove insignificant values or ignore the insignificant changes of
the data, which can then significantly reduce the data size. In general, the significance of the data
is determined by the impact of the data being processed on the final reconstructed data quality.
The filtering technique has been widely used in many existing error-bounded lossy compressors,
such as (cu)SZx, cuSZp, and SPERR[] and the specific filtering methods often appear in different
forms. In the following, we describe two forms of filtering commonly used in lossy compressors.

• Data Folding. Data folding aims to replace (“fold”) a set of data with one single value, pro-
vided that the variation of these data can be ignored. The error-bounded compressor SZx is
a good example. SZx splits the whole dataset into many fixed-length consecutive 1D blocks.
If all the data values in a block are close to each other such that the value interval range of
the block is lower than or equal to twice the user-required error bound, then the mean of
the min and max in this block can be used to replace all values in the block. Such blocks are
called “constant blocks” in SZx. Similarly, cuSZp [97] also splits the whole dataset into many
blocks, and each block performs uses quantization and Lorenzo prediction to decorrelate the
data. Most of data values then tend to be very close to 0, and the blocks with all zeros would
be just represented by a 1-byte mark. This is essentially a type of data folding.
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• Data Extraction. Data extraction is also widely used to select the significant values or out-
liers from among many data points, most of which tend to be relatively small. A typical ex-
ample is SZ2/SZ3, which treats the unpredictable data (data points with overlarge prediction
errors compared with the predefined quantization range) as outliers and processes these out-
liers separately. Another example is SPERR [104]. SPERR adopts a SPECK algorithm, which
outputs only the larger values according to a varied threshold on a set of partitioned wavelet-
transformed coefficients level by level. Moreover, with the wavelet+SPECK algorithm, some
data points sill might remain whose recontructed data do not meet the user-required error
bound (they are called “outliers”). These outliers are processed separately by SPERR, which
also forms a kind of data extraction method.

3.9 Lossless Encoding (LE)

Lossless encoding is a critical technique in error-bounded lossy compression that can help obtain
a fairly high compression ratio in general because the intermediate data outputted by the previous
steps tend to be very sparse. The lossless compression encoders/techniques used in the different
lossy compression pipelines are summarized in Table 4 and described in detail thereafter.

Table 4. Survey of Lossless Encoders/Compressors Used in Lossy Compression Pipelines

Lossless Encoder Corresponding Lossy Compressor Key Feature References

Huffman Encoding (HE) SZ1.x, SZ2.x, SZ3.x, QOZ, FAZ Entropy Encoding [121, 122, 164, 193]

Arithmetic Encoding (AE) TTHRESH Entropy Encoding [27]

Zlib/Zstd Encoding (ZE)
SZ1-3, QOZ, FAZ, MGARD

Dictionary Encoding [3, 121, 122, 164]
Bit Grooming, Digit Rounding

RunLength Encoding (RE) cuSZ+, TTHRESH Reduce Repeated Symbols [27, 168]

Constant-block Encoding (CE) SZx, FZ-GPU, cuSZp Reduce Repeated Symbols [77, 186, 188]

Fixed-length Encoding (FE) cuSZp Fast on GPU [77]

Embedded Encoding (EE) ZFP, TTHRESH Generally Fast&Effective [27, 117]

Predictor Encoding (PE) SZ0.1 Simple [50]

3.10 Deep Neural Network (DNN)

Since neural-network-based compression has been well developed and practicalized for natural
images [72, 82, 134] and videos [33], several initial attempts have also been made to leverage neu-
ral networks for the lossy compression of scientific data. In neural-network-based scientific lossy
compressors, the neural networks can serve as both data encoders [42, 57, 67, 78, 79, 120, 125, 130]
and data predictors [65, 66, 76, 119] and can also be offline-pretrained by preacquired datasets
[42, 57, 67, 78, 79, 119, 120, 125] or be online-trained by input data [65, 66, 76, 130]. For ex-
ample, AE-SZ [120] encodes the input data with a pretrained convolutional Sliced-Wasserstein
Autoencoder (SWAE), and SRNN-SZ applies a pretrained Hybrid Attention Transformer (HAT)
as an interpolation-like data predictor. CoordNet [65] and KD-INR [66] are examples of leverag-
ing predictive neural networks with data coordination information in scientific compression, in
which the networks are online trained by the input data before the data prediction process. Neu-
ral network-based compressors with online-trained networks can achieve much better compres-
sion ratios and/or distortions than offline-trained networks but suffer from lower throughputs due
to the requirement of training for each separate input. Neural-network-based compressors with
offline-trained networks are free from per-input training but also need to address the challenge of
collecting trustworthy training datasets. No matter which scheme is used, neural-network-based
scientific lossy compressors still must overcome the limitation of low-speed neural networks, pre-
senting a better balance of quality and performance to fit the practical usage in high-performance
scientific computing systems.
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4 GENERAL-PURPOSE ERROR-BOUNDED LOSSY COMPRESSORS

In Table 5 we summarize the compression pipelines used by 35 error-bounded lossy compressors.
We describe 12 representative state-of-the-art lossy compressors in detail in the following text of
this section.
Table 5. 36 Error-Bounded Compressors Each with Various Pipelines, Domains, Targeted Devices, and

Datasets

Compressor Year Compression Pipeline Domain Device Dataset References

FPZIP 2006 PDP+BPC Generic CPU Structured [118]

ISABELA 2013 Sorting+DS+Bspline Generic CPU Structured [98, 99]

ZFP 2014 PDT+OWT+BPC Generic CPU/GPU Structured [46, 117]

SZ0.1 2016 PDP+LE Generic CPU Structured [50]

Bitgrooming 2016 BPC+LE Generic CPU Structured [187]

SZ1.4 2017 PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [164]

SZ2 2018 PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [113]

Pastri-SZ 2018 PDP+QT+LE Quantum Chemistry CPU Structured [58]

MGARD 2018 PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU (Un)structured [13, 16]

Digitrounding 2019 BPC+LE Generic CPU Structured [3]

DCTZ 2019 OWT+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [189]

GhostSZ 2019 PDP+QT+LE Generic FPGA Structured [184]

TTHRESH 2019 SVD+DS Generic CPU Structured [27]

ZFP-V 2019 PDT+OWT+BPC Generic FPGA Structured [159]

DeepSZ 2019 PDP+QT+LE DNN model CPU Structured [85]

SZauto 2020 PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [195]

cpSZ 2020 PDP+QT+LE
Critical Points

CPU (Un)structured [109, 115]
in Vector Fields

waveSZ 2020 QT+PDP+LE Generic FPGA Structured [169]

cuSZ 2021 QT+PDP+HE+RE Generic GPU Structured [167, 168]

SZ 3 2021 PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [108, 193]

AESZ 2021 DNN+PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [120, 125]

GPU-MGARD 2021 PDP+QT+HE+RE Generic GPU Structured [38, 59]

DE-ZFP 2022 PDT+OWT+BPC Generic FPGA Structured [63]

QOZ 2022 PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [121]

MDZ 2022 PDP+QT+LE Molecular Dynamics CPU Structured [196]

SZx 2022 FTR+BPC Generic CPU/GPU Structured [186]

SPERR 2023 DWT+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [104]

FAZ 2023 DWT+PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [122]

FP-GPU 2023 CE+QT+PDP+PE Generic GPU Structured [188]

cuSZp 2023 CE+QT+PDP+PE Generic CPU/GPU Structured [77, 97]

Roibin-SZ 2023 PDP+QT+LE Light-source Data CPU/GPU Structured [172]

AMR-SZ 2023 PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Unstructured [176–179]

SRNN-SZ 2023 DNN+PDP+QT+LE Generic CPU Structured [119]

topoSZ 2023 PDP+QT+LE
Contour Tree in

CPU Structured [185]
Scalar Fields

FedSZ 2023 PDP+QT+LE Federated Learning CPU Structured [181]

CliZ 2024 PDP+QT+LE Climate Research CPU Structured [84]

4.1 SZ

SZ [50, 51, 108, 164, 193] is a prediction-based error-bounded lossy compressor. In fact, it is not only
a compression library/software but also a flexible composable framework allowing users to cus-
tomize specific compression pipelines according to their datasets or use cases. SZ’s compression
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pipeline generally is composed of four stages: pointwise data prediction, quantization, variable-
length encoding and lossless encoding. For different domain datasets and use cases, the SZ devel-
opers have developed many predictors, including Lorenzo, linear regression, and dynamic spline
interpolation [193], using ZFP transform as a predictor [111], as listed in Section 3.1.
In addition to the data prediction stage, SZ developers explored the possibilities of improving

compression capability by other stages, for example, different quantization methods such that the
users can set various error bounds for multiple value ranges in one dataset [127–129]. SZ adopts
Huffman+Zstd [50, 113, 164] to compress the quantization bins because this method projects the
best trade-off between the compression ratio and compression speed [124]. For pointwise relative
error bound compression in SZ [112], SZ performs a preprocessing step to transform the original
data domain to the logarithm domain and then execute absolute error-bounded compression on
top of it. However, the logarithm may significantly delay the overall compression/decompression
performance, which was fixed by an efficient fusion of logarithm and quantization thereafter [201,
202]. Since SZ adopts a fixed number of quantization bins for each compression, some data points
may be outliers (i.e., outside the quantization range). These outliers are called ‘unpredictable data’,
which will be compressed in a separate way (e.g., using bit-wise truncation).

4.2 ZFP

ZFP [117] is a transform-based error-bounded lossy compressor, which supports two error con-
trol methods: fixed-accuracy (i.e., absolute error bound) and fixed precision. ZFP splits the whole
dataset into many fixed-size blocks (e.g., 4×4×4 for a 3D dataset) and then executes three steps
in each block: (1) preprocessing (PDT): align the values in a block to a common exponent and
convert the floating-point values to a fixed-point representation; (2) (near)orthogonal block trans-
form (OWT): use orthogonal transform to decorrelate data; and (3) embedded coding (BPC): order
and encode the transform coefficients by the embedded coding. To achieve the best trade-off be-
tween decorrelation efficiency and speed, developers of ZFP explored multiple transforms using
a parametric description and identified a near-orthogonal one to use in practice. Their embedded
encoding is a variation of BPC, where the coefficients are divided into separate groups based on
their locations and then encoded in the granularity of a group. In general, ZFP features high com-
pression and decompression performance on both CPUs and GPUs because of the performance
optimization strategies in its implementation, such as lifted transform.

4.3 MGARD

MGARD [13–16, 59] is a multilevel data compressor based on finite element analysis and wavelet
theories. It treats the data as a piecewise multilinear function defined on the input data grid and
iteratively decomposes the data into coarse representations in a set of hierarchical grids. The de-
composition procedure is as follows. Starting with the original data and input grid, MGARD will
compute the piecewise linear interpolation using data from the lower-level grid and then subtract
the interpolation values from current data to obtain multilevel coefficients. These coefficients are
then projected to the lower-level grid to compute correction, which roughly approximates the loss
of missing nodes using the lower-level grid. The correction then is added to data in the lower-
level grid to form the lower-level representation. This process is repeated until the lowest level is
reached. All the multilevel coefficients are then fed to a Huffman encoder and a lossless encoder
for size reduction.
MGARD can be applied to uniform/nonuniform structured and unstructured grids [16] because

of the general data decomposition theory. In addition to providing general error controls (such as
absolute error and !2 error) on raw data, MGARD features error controls on derived quantities such
as bounded-linear analysis [15]. It also provides error control for more complex derived quantities
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using a postprocessing method [29, 100]. The performance of MGARD is slightly slower than
that of SZ and ZFP due to the higher computational complexity, but it provides portable GPU
implementations across different vendors with high performance.

4.4 SPERR

SPERR [104] is a transform-based lossy compressor based on the CDF9/7 discrete wavelet trans-
form [44] and SPECK encoding algorithm [139], and it has both a pointwise error-bounding mode
and a global quality thresholding mode. The compression pipeline of SPERR includes four stages:
(1)) CDF9/7 wavelet transform; (2)) SPECK lossy encoding of wavelet coefficients; (3)) outlier en-
coding (only in error-bounding mode); and (4) zstd postprocessing of compressed data (optional).
The decompression pipeline is an inverse of the compression pipeline with the decoding, detrans-
form, and so on. The advantage of SPERR is that the hierarchical multidimension DWT in SPERR
can effectively capture the relevance between data points, and it can often decorrelate the trans-
formed coefficients to a great extent, which also brings a high compression ratio after the SPECK
encoding. One limitation of SPERR is that the wavelet transform and the SPECK encoding pro-
cesses have high computational costs,and hence its (sequential) execution speed is relatively low,
typically around 30% of SZ3 [193].

4.5 TTHRESH

TTHRESH [27] is a lossy compressor that utilizes the Tucker decomposition, specifically higher-
order singular value decomposition. Unlike other lossy HOSVD-based compressors [28, 160, 161],
which implement coarse-granularity slicewise truncation on the tensor core and factor matrices
post-HOSVD, TTHRESH employs bit-plane coding across the entire set of HOSVD transform coef-
ficients. This approach is complemented by run-length encoding (RLE) and arithmetic coding (AC).
Notably, TTHRESH is capable of achieving significantly higher compression ratios compared with
other compressors, especially for larger error bounds (i.e., higher compression ratios). This supe-
rior performance is largely attributable to HOSVD’s efficiency in capturing the global correlations
within the dataset. However, TTHRESH exhibits much lower speed compared with other compres-
sors due to the high computational complexity of HOSVD; for instance, it is$ (=4) for a 3D dataset
with dimensions of =3. Additionally, we note that TTHRESH does not offer pointwise error con-
trol; instead, it can control only the ;2 error (the sum of squared errors) because of the nature of
HOSVD.

4.6 FPZIP

FPZIP [118] is an error-controlled lossy compressor developed based on the prediction-based com-
pression model. It involves four steps: (1) It uses a Lorenzo predictor to predict the data value for
each data point. (2) It computes the prediction residuals and maps these to integers. (3) After the
mapping, a two-level compression scheme is applied on the residual integers. (4) It then applies
a fast entropy coding (arithmetic coding) to improve the compression ratio. FPZIP does not sup-
port absolute error bound or decimal digit control, but it allows users to specify the number of
bit planes (i.e., precision) to ignore, based on which the users can control the data distortion on
demand. Specifically, when the precision is set to 32 for the single-precision floating-point dataset,
all 32 bit-planes will be preserved, projecting essentially a lossless compression. The lower the
precision value, the higher the data distortion and also the higher the compression ratio.

4.7 QoZ

QoZ (quality-oriented scientific compressor) [121] is a derivation and upgrade of the SZ3 error-
bounded lossy compressor. It focuses on improving the decompression data quality, as its name
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indicates, and it also supports compression autotuning according to user-specified quality metric
targets. The technical outlines of QoZ are detailed as follows. First, addressing the decompres-
sion visualization quality issue of SZ3 caused by the inaccurate long-interval data prediction, QoZ
merges losslessly stored anchor points into its data interpolator design to avoid long-interval data
predictions. Second, to further improve the compression rate-distortion, QoZ introduces levelwise
autotuning of interpolation configurations and error bounds by the user-specified quality metric
target. Third, the most recent version of HPEZ (or QoZ 2.0) [123] brings several major updates
to its data prediction design, including multidimensional interpolation, interpolation re-ordering,
dimension autofolding, and blockwise interpolation tuning. Those flexible design modules make
QoZ a highly adaptive scientific data compressor with different optimization levels exhibiting vary-
ing compression ratios and speeds In experiments, with the compression speed of around 60% to
100% of SZ3, QoZ can achieve around 50% to 300% compression ratio improvement over SZ3 under
the same quality metric (such as PSNR) value.

4.8 FAZ

In past research works, several systematical evaluations have shown that different scientific lossy
compressor archetypes have diverse advantages and limitations. For example, wavelet-based SPERR
features extremely high compression ratios over quite a few scientific datasets but may present
unsatisfactory compression ratios on certain data inputs; Interpolation-based SZ3 and QoZ have
stable and decent compression ratios over all scientific datasets but cannot achieve as high com-
pression ratios as SPERR does on SPERR’s well-performing datasets. To this end, FAZ [122] is pro-
posed to offer scientific data users one versatile data compressor, freeing them from the work of
compressor evaluation and selection. FAZ features a hybrid design of compression framework and
compression pipeline. With an integrated pipeline autotuning module; it can adaptively leverage
the best-fit compression techniques for each separate input and autodetermine their corresponding
parameters. Attributed by this design, it achieves state-of-the-art compression ratio and distortion
among all existing scientific error-bounded lossy compressors.

4.9 SZx

SZx [186] features a novel design that composes only lightweight operations, such as bitwise oper-
ations, additions, and subtractions, and can support strict control of the compression errors within
user-specified error bounds. Specifically, SZx splits the whole dataset into the fixed-length blocks
(each with 128 elements) and goes over each block to check whether all the elements in the block
can be represented by a single value (i.e., the mean of min value and max value in the block). If yes,
this block is called a “constant” block, and the block of data would be represented/compressed by
using this single value (a kind of filtering). Otherwise, the block is called a “non-constant” block,
and a bit-truncation method (i.e., PDP) is applied to compress these data. SZx is an ultrafast error-
bounded lossy compressor that can achieve 2–7× faster throughput comparedwith the second-best
existing error-bounded lossy compressor while still reaching a high compression ratio.

4.10 AE-SZ

AE-SZ [120] is one of the initial explorations into leveraging deep neural networks for error-
bounded scientific lossy compression. Specifically, AE-SZ applies a convolutional sliced-Wasserstein
autoencoder with generalized divisive normalization layers for the compression; and in AE-SZ the
Lorenzo data predictor is also used as a supplement to the neural networks. In evaluations, AE-SZ
outperforms several existing scientific lossy compressors with traditional techniques such as SZ2.1
[113], ZFP [117], and SZauto [195] in the settings of relatively large error bounds.
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4.11 SRNN-SZ

To the best of our knowledge, SRNN-SZ [119] is the first work of applying both super-resolution
neural networks and transformers to scientific error-bounded lossy compression. As a prediction-
based data compressor, SRNN-SZ has a data prediction scheme that is nearly the same as interpolation-
based SZ3 and QoZ; however, the super-resolution neural networks can perform as the alternative
for the interpolation within a single level (especially the last ones). SRNN-SZ trains a customized
hybrid attention transformer on assorted scientific datasets and fine-tunes it on each scientific do-
main before the application of the network. Evaluations [119] show that SRNN-SZ has achieved
state-of-the-art compression rate-distortion on several low-compressibility scientific datasets.

4.12 Digit Rounding and Bit Grooming

Digit Rounding [3] and Bit Grooming [187] are two error-bounded lossy compressors, which both
mainly adopt the bit-plane coding method. We describe these two compressors in detail as follows.
Digit Rounding allows users to specify a decimal digit (denoted as nsd) to preserve for the com-

pression. For example, if a user sets the nsd to be 4 to compress the number 3.14159265, then four
significant digits will be preserved: the lossily reconstructed number would be 3.14111328. Digit
Rounding includes three key steps:

• Bit truncation: computing the required number of bits to preserve in the IEEE-754 floating-
point representation according to the number of significant decimal digits specified by the
user (i.e., nsd).

• Shuffle: applying a byte shuffle function on the bit-truncated dataset.
• Lossless compression: compressing the shuffled bytes with a lossless compressor such as
Deflate (Gzip [49]) or Zstd [45].

The official release of Digit Rounding [3] has a dependency on HDF5 because it uses the deflate
function offered by HDF5.
Bit Grooming is developedmainly based on the bit plane encoding. Similar to Digit Rounding, Bit

Grooming also truncates the bit planes for the floating-point datasets by removing the insignificant
digits, followed by a deflate lossless encoder such as zlib [200]. Bit Groomingwas released together
with NetCDF operators (NCOs) [8], so its installation depends on the NCOs package.

5 CUSTOMIZED COMPRESSORS FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OR USE CASES

In this section we carefully survey the error-bounded lossy compressors that were tailored for
specific applications/use cases.

5.1 Compression for Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have become one of the most important research meth-
ods in many science domains, including physics, biology, and materials science. In biophysics
and structural biology, MD simulations are commonly employed to study the behavior of macro-
molecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, aiding in the interpretation of biophysical exper-
iment results and the modeling of molecular interactions. In materials science, MD simulations
enable researchers to model and predict the structural, thermal, and mechanical characteristics of
materials at the atomic level, to help them understand phenomena such as material deformation,
fracture mechanics, and phase transitions, offering insights that are often unattainable through
direct experimental observation.
The volume of data generated by MD simulations is growing exponentially, and it becomes a

critical challenge for researchers to keep all of the data in their storage facilities. For instance,
running MD simulations to model the SGLT membrane protein may take 2.4 × 108 steps (480 ns),
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resulting in approximately 260 TB of raw trajectory data with only 90,000 particles [81]. On the
other hand, a 20-trillion particle simulation [166] may produce petabytes of data with just 10 steps.
Lossy compression has been widely considered a promising solution to reduce the data volume

of MD simulations. For example, GROMACS [70], which is one of the leading MD simulation pack-
ages, has had its lossy format XTC built-in for decades. However, designing lossy compressors for
MD simulations also presents unique challenges. First, the dominant type of data that needs to
be stored in MD simulations is the particle trajectory, which is made of multiple frames (snap-
shots) of particle coordinates in a 3D space. Other data, including the particle velocities, forces,
and system topology, either are not required in many cases or take much less storage than the
trajectory. Compared with the structured mesh (regular multidimensional grid) that many other
scientific applications use, the trajectory format is different: it stores discrete coordinates whereas
the mesh stores continuous values. As such, the trajectory format is not well studied in terms of
compression—most of the leading lossy compressors, including SZ [193] and ZFP [117], focus on
the continuous values from the structured mesh. Second, although the MD trajectory has a tem-
poral dimension, it is not feasible to treat the data as time series and compress accordingly. One
reason is that random access (access data from randomly selected frames) is usually required for
postanalysis, such that the compression needs to be done in batches, each containing only a limited
number of frames. Another reason is that the frames may be saved in irregular (random) intervals;
therefore the data from MD simulations may not be as continuous as in regular time series.
Given these challenges, there is ongoing research into lossy compression methods tailored for

MD simulations. The HRTC method [81] employs a strategy that represents trajectories as piece-
wise linear segments, coupled with quantization that is controlled for errors and a representation
using variable-length integers. The PMC approach [52] leverages the information about atomic
bonds within molecules to forecast the positions of atoms in each frame; however, this technique
does not apply to simulations involving nonbonded interactions. Omeltchenko et al. [137] pro-
posed a spatial compressor for MD datasets that includes three steps: (1) converting all floating-
point values (both position and velocity) to integer numbers, (2) building a uniform oct-tree index
according to the space-filling curve of the position fields, and (3) sorting the particles based on
R-indices using a radix-similar sorting method in each block and encoding the difference in adja-
cent indices by variable-length encoding. Tao et al. [163] improved Omeltchenko et al.’s method
by sorting the particles based on a partial-radix sorting algorithm while preserving the same com-
pression ratios by using SZ to compress the reordered coordinates instead of directly using the
R-index. Essential dynamics [133] is a powerful analysis tool for identifying the nature and rela-
tive importance of the essential deformation modes of a macromolecule from MD samplings. ED
offers lossy compression by adopting principal component analysis (PCA) over the full trajecto-
ries of all particles. By comparison, Kumar et al. [96] combined PCA and discrete cosine transform
(DCT) to compress the full trajectories of the total MD dataset. Such full-trajectory-based compres-
sion methods, however, may be impractical for many of today’s large-scale MD simulations. Zhao
et al. [196] proposed an SZ2-based compressor, MDZ, which is equipped with spatial-clustering-
based prediction and two-level temporal prediction. MDZ achieves high compression ratios par-
ticularly on MD simulations focusing on crystalline materials or featuring a continuous temporal
domain.

5.2 Compression for �antum Chemistry Simulations

Quantum chemistry applications may produce extremely large amounts of data (such as petabytes
of data [58]) during execution on parallel systems. General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Struc-
ture System (GAMESS) [12] is a typical example. In GAMESS, the Schrödinger differential equation
needs to be solved to obtain the wavefunction that contains all the information about a chemical
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system. The most expensive step in this procedure involves computation of two-electron repul-
sion integrals (ERIs), which takes about 87% time of Hartree–Fock computation time in GAMESS
[58]. This step also projects a high storage requirement because it scales as$(# 4) with the size of
the chemical system. ERIs are required by each time step during the simulation, but they cannot
always be kept in memory because of limited memory capacity, so they need to be recomputed
from scratch at every iteration.
An error-bounded lossy compressor called Pattern Scaling for Two-electron Repulsion Integrals

(PaSTRi) was developed for GAMESS, to avoid such an expensive ERI recomputation cost. Specif-
ically, PaSTRi was developed based on the prediction-based compression model (similar to SZ).
The key advantage of PaSTRi is that it leverages the inherent scaled repeated pattern features in
the ERI datasets to significantly improve the prediction accuracy, which thus can considerably im-
prove the compression ratio in turn. According to [58], PaSTRI exhibits much higher compression
ratios than the general-purpose compressors SZ and ZFP with different error bound settings. For
example, SZ and ZFP can get compression ratios of 7.24× and 5.92×, respectively, on the compres-
sion of double-precision floating-point ERIs data, respectively, when the error bound is set to 10−10.
In comparison, PaSTRi can get the compression ratio up to 16.8×. Experiments also show that the
performance of retrieving ERIs can be improved 200–300% with PaSTRi over the traditional ERIs
recomputation method, when the same integral data needs to be used for a total of 20 iterations
during the simulation.

5.3 Compression for �antum Circuit Simulations

Quantum circuit simulation is employed for a variety of quantum computing research tasks, in-
cluding the development of new quantum algorithms, co-design of quantum computers, and verifi-
cation of quantum supremacy claims [141].With limited access to today’s noisy intermediate-scale
quantum [141] devices as well as limited performance of these devices, quantum circuit simula-
tion on classical computers can serve as a pragmatic tool for researchers exploring these tasks.
Two important types of quantum circuit simulation are Schrödinger algorithm full state vector
simulations [143][155] and tensor network contractions [131].
Full state vector simulations involve storing a quantum state vector in memory and evolving

the state vector with gates over each time step. For these simulations, the space complexity scales
exponentially with the number of qubits and polynomially with the circuit depth. As circuits for
simulation grow in complexity, in terms of both number of qubits and depth of circuit, serious
computational and memory limitations emerge. In order to precisely simulate the evolution of
a complete =-qubit state vector, 2= state vector amplitudes must be stored. Assuming complex,
single-precision floating-point values are stored for each amplitude, the Frontier supercomputer,
with 4.8 PB of memory [1], would be capped at a 49-qubit simulation. Today’s quantum devices
are already exceeding this number of qubits, such as IBM’s Osprey with 433 qubits [2].
Tensor network contraction simulators represent a quantum circuit as a tensor network, where

quantum gates or states are represented as a tensor [131]. Indices represent the index of a bitstring
that a gate operates on. Contracting tensors requires multiplication of tensors and a summation.
Tensor networks can require up to the same level of memory as full state vector simulations, de-
pending on the circuit. Even with lower-memory footprint circuits, tensor networks can have ten-
sors grow larger and larger as the contraction sequence advances, straining the memory resources
of the system.
Compression is an attractive solution to this memory footprint problem. With sufficiently high

throughput compression, large state vectors can be stored in memory and processed in chunks,
eliminating the need to read and write from storage. As is the case with other scientific applica-
tions, if lossy compression is utilized to achieve high compression ratios and high throughput, the
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impact on simulation results must be characterized andmitigated. For quantum circuit simulations,
state vector fidelity and total energy of the circuit are two metrics integral for analysis; thus, loss
introduced from compression must not greatly distort these values.
Wu et al. [182] designed a Schrödinger algorithm-based full state vector simulation pipeline

that integrates compression. MPI is used to parallelize the matrix multiplication required to apply
a gate to a state vector. Each rank stores a set of compressed blocks that together compose a
component of the overall state vector. Blocks are decompressed two at a time to perform a partial
state vector update, and the resulting state vector piece is compressed for later use. Wu et al.
explored multiple compressors to compress the state vector data, including SZ2.1 (A), SZ2.1 with
complex type support (B), XOR leading-zero reduction coupled with bit-plane truncation and zstd
(C), and reshuffling of real and imaginary parts together before performing C (D). The results
indicate that solutions C and D achieve the highest compression ratios (30–90 for error bounds
in the range [1E-5,1E-1]) across the four configurations as well as FPZIP and ZFP. These results
are due to the spiky nature of state vectors: adjacent data points may not be good predictors of
each other. When running a 61-qubit Grover’s search algorithm with this pipeline, the memory
requirement drops from 32 exabytes to 768 terabytes using 4,096 nodes. In all, their compression
integration can raise the number of qubits for a simulation by 2 to 16.
Shah et al. [151] targeted tensor network-based quantum circuit simulation and proposed aGPU-

based compression framework for these types of simulators. Since the target is tensors that exhibit
spiky behavior, the authors applied preprocessing and postprocessing steps to cuSZ and cuSZx, the
GPU implementations of SZ and SZx. Additionally, the cuSZx kernel was modified to integrate the
pre- and postprocessing such that the impact on throughput was limited. At a high level, the pre-
and postprocessing sparsify the tensor, leveraging the fact that many tensor values are close to
zero and have little impact on the contraction result. The sparsification process requires efficient
computation and storage of metadata structures, such as a bitmap, in order to boost the compres-
sors’ performance. Their designs can yield up to 10 times greater compression ratio comparedwith
cuSZ alone. When prioritizing throughput, the modified cuSZx kernel compressor can achieve 3
to 4 times improvement in compression ratio with limited impact on throughput.

5.4 Compression for Climate Research

The simulations used by climate scientists produce enormous volumes of data. For example, the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project alone produced nearly 2.5 PB of data [43], and future
studies will produce more data as the resolution of the modeling is increased. The data from these
studies are often extensive and used as the baseline for studies of different aspects of climate
science. Thus, both the quality and size of these datasets are of utmost importance.
Climate researchers have developed some of the most extensive work [22, 24, 26] to quantify the

impacts of lossy compression on their specific domain quantities of interest. In a series of papers
researchers proposed four critical assessments: the SSIM of the visualization (and later the data
with dSSIM [25]), the p-value of the KS test, the Pearson correlation coefficient of determination,
and the spatial relative error with corresponding thresholds to be established by asking a panel
of domain experts if the data were distinguishable from the datasets [23]. While the results of the
assessments are correlated, they are independent—that is, passing any one test does not guarantee
that passing the others.
These thresholds were later refined by the community. Work by Underwood and Bessac [171]

identified several weaknesses in the p-value of the KS test when used in this way, making the test
too conservative in some cases and too liberal in others. Therefore, they proposed some alternative
distancemeasures for the climate community to consider. Additionally, some papers have proposed
less aggressive limits for the SSIM metric in particular [92].
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The current recommendation from climate experts is to ensure that a metric known as Data
SSIM, a variant of the SSIM (dSSIM) image quality metric between the uncompressed floating-
point data and the decompressed floating point, of at least .99995 for “conservative” compression
and .995 for “aggressive” compression of climate datasets [25]. The dSSIM as implemented in the
LDCPY [140] package differs from the SSIM in that it (1) normalizes the values from 0 to 1, then
quantizes them into 256 discrete values, (2) chooses the values �1 = 14−8 and �2 = 14−8 instead
of their more traditional values, and (3) uses ASTROPY’s preserve_nan option when convolving
with NaN values, in order to improve robustness to NaNs.

In the work by Underwood and Bessac [171], the OptZConfig package was used to find the
largest compression ratio possible while meeting all of these quality requirements. This work
found that compression ratios as high as 59.81 for the atmospheric datasets were possible using
the most effective compressor (SZ3).
However, this work also highlighted many opportunities to further improve the customization

of compressors for climate datasets [171]. For example, while climate datasets are often stored
as 3D or 4D tensors, a correlation may or may not exist between the layers of data. Specialized
compressors can detect when these layers are or are not correlated and use only the correlations
that exist within the layers. Dimension permutation and fusion as such are implemented in CliZ
[84]. Additionally, periodicity and geographic consistency can help increase prediction accuracy
in prediction-based compressors. Some climate datasets, like those used in Land or ICE, have many
small fields and would benefit from common dictionary encoding optimizations.

5.5 Compression for Cosmology Research

Modern cosmological simulations are used by researchers and scientists to investigate new fun-
damental astrophysics ideas, develop and evaluate new cosmological probes, assist in large-scale
cosmological surveys, and investigate systematic uncertainties [56, 69]. Historically such studies
have required large computation- and storage-intensive simulations that are run on leadership
supercomputers. Today’s supercomputers have evolved to heterogeneity with accelerator-based
architectures, in particular GPU-based high-performance computing systems such as the Summit
system [158] at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. In order to adapt to this evolution, cosmological
simulation codes such as Nyx [20] (an adaptive mesh cosmological simulation code) have been
designed to take advantage of GPU-based HPC systems and can be efficiently scaled to simulate
trillions of particles on millions of cores [20]. These simulations often run on a static number of
ranks, usually for the same number of compute partitions; and periodically huge amounts dump
raw simulation data to the storage for future post hoc analysis. With the increase in scale of such
simulations, saving all the raw data generated to disk becomes impractical because of limited stor-
age capacity and bottlenecks in the simulation due to the I/O bandwidth required to save the data
to disk [36, 174, 175].
Research has shown that general-purpose data distortion metrics, such as peak signal-to-noise

ratio (PSNR), normalized root-mean-square error, mean relative error, and mean squared error, on
their own cannot satisfy the demand of quality for cosmological simulation post hoc analysis [62,
87]. Additionally, approaches utilizing lossy compression for scientific datasets usually apply the
same compression configuration to the entire dataset [87, 162]. Yet not all partitions (regions) in
the cosmological simulation have the same amount of information. Cosmologists are typically
interested in the dense regions since these contain halos (clusters of particles) where galaxies are
formed. Hence, the sparse regions could be compressed more aggressively than the dense ones,
and such an action would not impact the analysis done by cosmologists.
To significantly improve the compression performance and control the compression error for

cosmological data, Jin et al. [88] introduced an adaptive approach to select feasible error bounds
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for different partitions, showing the possibility and efficiency of adaptively configuring lossy com-
pression for each partition individually. Specifically, the authors built analytical models to estimate
the overall loss of post-analysis results due to lossy compression and to estimate compression ratio,
based on the property of each partition. Then, they used an efficient optimization method to deter-
mine the best-fit configuration of error bounds combination in order to maximize the compression
ratio under acceptable post-analysis quality loss. Thework introduces negligible overheads for fea-
ture extraction and error-bound optimization for each partition. Overall, this fine-grained adaptive
configuration approach improves the compression ratio by up to 73% with the same post-analysis
distortion with only 1% performance overhead.
More recently, Jin et al. [86, 89] proposed that the parallel write performance of cosmological

data can be significantly improved by a parallel write solution that deeply integrates predictive
lossy compression with the asynchronous I/O feature in HDF5. It uses a more advanced ratio-
quality model to accurately predict the compression ratio of all partitions and estimate the offsets
to allow overlapping between compression and I/O. Evaluation shows that, with up to 4,096 cores
from Summit, this solution improves the write performance by up to 4.5× and 2.9× over the non-
compression and lossy compression filter solutions, respectively, with only 1.5% storage overhead
(compared with original data) on cosmological simulation.

5.6 Compression for Topology and Visualization

Topological data analysis and visualization are essential in abstracting, summarizing, and under-
standing scientific data in various applications, ranging from cosmology and combustion to Earth
simulations and AI. Topological feature descriptors, or simply topological descriptors, provide ro-
bust capabilities for capturing, summarizing, and comparing features in scientific data. Most lossy
compressors cannot preserve topological features, thus not guaranteeing topology preservation in
decompressed data. Inconsistency of topology in decompressed data could lead to misinterpreta-
tion and even wrong discoveries. Below is a review of the preservation of topological features in
two aspects: scalar field topology and vector field topology, both of which require customizations
of existing lossy compressors.
Scalar field topological descriptors include persistence diagrams, merge trees, contour trees,

Reeb graphs, and Morse and Morse–Smale complexes. Key constituents of these descriptors in-
clude critical points (maxima, minima, and saddles) and their relationships. Earlier in 2018, Soler
et al. [156] developed a method to adaptively quantize data based on a given persistent simplifica-
tion threshold n . This method guarantees the preservation of critical point pairs with a persistence
larger than n yet does not enforce pointwise error control. More recently, Yan et al. [185] proposed
TopoSZ, which builds on top of SZ1.4 with a customized quantization scheme to allow different
lower/upper bounds per point based on the segmentation induced by contour trees. TopoSZ also it-
eratively tests whether there are false-positive/false-negative critical points in decompressed data
until convergence.
Vector fields are a common output form in scientific simulations, such as fluid dynamics, cli-

mate and weather, and tokamak simulations. Topological features of vector fields, such as critical
points, separatrices, and critical point trajectories, are crucial to structural understanding and thus
must be preserved in vector field compression. Until recently, little research had been done on the
preservation of vector field features. In 2020 and later, however, Liang et al. [109, 115] proposed
cpSZ to preserve all critical points in a vector field without false-negatives, false-positives, and
false-types. A false-negative means the critical point appeared in the original data but was missed
in the decompressed data in the exact cell location; a false-positive means an artificial critical point
is introduced in the decompressed data but does not exist in the original data; a false-type indi-
cates that although the same critical point exists in both original and decompressed data, the type
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of the critical point (e.g., source, sink, or saddle) is wrong in the decompressed data. Specifically,
cpSZ derives an analytically sufficient error bound for each point such that no false cases exist
in the decompressed data. This approach has been extended to preserve critical points extracted
by simulation of simplicity (SoS) [53], a more robust critical point extraction algorithm than the
numerical one. Since SoS relies on the signs of determinants to determine the existence of critical
points in a cell, the extended version of cpSZ [183] establishes the theory for preserving signs of
determinants in lossy compression and leverages it to preserve critical points in vector fields. To
achieve high compression ratios, relaxation strategies on the derived error bound are explored in
the sequential algorithm, and a ghost-aware parallelization strategy is proposed for execution on
distributed-memory systems.

5.7 Compression for Seismic Imaging

Seismic imaging is a technique for determining the seismic properties of the Earth’s subsurface [107].
The technique is extensively utilized in earthquake imaging and resource exploration, including
hydrocarbon and geothermal, by energy companies such as Saudi Aramco [80]. Among all the
existing seismic imaging methods, reverse time migration (RTM) is a cutting-edge one since it can
effectively analyze complex seismic structures (e.g., complex velocity focusing and steep (>70◦)
dips imaging), compared with traditional methods such as Kirchhoff and wave equation migra-
tion [54].
A notable limitation of RTM is the massive data it generates during its execution. In general,

RTM is a full two-way wave equation and can be explained as follows. Once the input data and
configurations, such as the velocity model, are prepared, RTM conducts a forward propagation

using the seismic waves. This phase typically involves thousands of time steps, with each step
producing a single snapshot. After this phase, RTM performs a backward propagation based on
the reverse order of the generated snapshots, creating the final stacking image, which represents
the overall seismic structure. In real-world use cases, a 10×10×8 cubic kilometers geological struc-
ture may produce up to 2,800 TB of data within only a single time step [146]. Storing such big
data into peripheral devices can degrade the runtime performance drastically, which motivates
error-bounded lossy compression a promising solution to reduce the memory footprint [30, 80].
Huang et al. [80] proposed a hybrid lossy compression method called HyZ that combines block-

wise regression (BR) and an ultra-fast prediction-based compressor SZx [186] to improve the per-
formance of RTM overall execution. Evaluation on 3,600 snapshots of the Overthrust model shows
HyZ achieves a compression ratio of 12.31x and compression/decompression speeds of 10.69 GB/s
and 12.45 GB/s, respectively. Integration of HyZ into an industrial parallel RTM code improves
overall performance by 6.29–6.60x over the execution without compression techniques, outper-
forming second-tier compressors like SZ and ZFP by up to 2.23x. HyZ also demonstrates higher
fidelity than BR in preserving the visualization quality of single snapshots and the final stacking
image.
Barbosa et al. [30] introduced an on-the-fly lossy and lossless wavefield compression strategy for

RTM to reduce the computational cost and storage demand. They leveraged the ZFP and Nyquist
sampling theorem to compress the source wavefield solution before storage and decompress it
during the imaging condition calculation. Experimental results on 2D and 3D benchmarks show
the seismic image quality is preserved with compression ratios up to 18.84x and 2.08x, respectively.
Computational tests using 24 CPU cores and 4 GPUs indicate that the overhead of compression
ranges from 122% to 381% of the baseline RTM runtime but allows reducing storage by up to 66.7%.
The proposed integration of wavefield compression in RTM enables substantial reductions in I/O
and storage needs with minimal impact on image accuracy.
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5.8 Compression for X-ray Light Source Data

Light sources such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory and
the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC National Accelerator Center produce enormous
volumes of data. With the completion of the APS upgrade project and the LCLS 2 high energy
projects these systems are expected to produce data at rates exceeding 1 TB/s for some experiments
and beamlines. This deluge of data presents a monumental challenge to move the data within and
between sites and store the data for archival purposes. In many cases, a compression ratio target
of a 10× is desired for these online workflows [172].
So far, compression for light sources has been extensively studied in the fields of ptychography

and serial crystallography. As with other disciplines, the quality of the decompressed data is of
the upmost importance. However, a key challenge in assessing the quality is the automation of
the analysis techniques used to study light source data—in many of these domains, the evaluation
of datasets is still largely a time-consuming, manual process [172]. More work to automate these
workflows would accelerate the development of compressors for these applications.

For ptychography, the current state of the art is expressed in [193]. These data present as 2D
float-encoded integer data recorded over time for a third dimension.3 In this work, a pipeline is
constructed in SZ3 that uses different prediction schemes based on the error bound. At higher error
bounds, a multidimensional regression predictor is used. At lower error bounds, a specialized 1D
Lorenzo predictor is used on a transposed version of the 3D input data that aligns all time steps
of a particular pixel consequently in memory. The 1D Lorenzo prediction results in higher quality
because spatially adjacent pixels may or may not actually be correlated, resulting in lower quality
when using them for prediction. Together, this pipeline achieves higher rate-distortion results
than any other variant of SZ, which was the prior state of the art of these data. While these results
present high quality at each bit rate, they were evaluated by using only traditional rate-distortion
curve measures, leaving room for evaluations using more domain-specific metrics.
For serial crystallography, twomajor approaches can be combined: non-hit rejection and ROIBIN-

SZ [172]. Like ptychography, the data present as 2D float-encoded integer data over a time dimen-
sion. Unlike ptychography, however, the data are substantially noisier, and there are features called
Bragg spots or peaks that are key to the analysis pipeline that need to be preserved more conserva-
tively. Non-hit rejection is a technique that uses the number of peaks detected each frame to veto
or reject capturing frames that contain few, if any, peaks. While non-hit rejection eliminates on av-
erage 50% (typically between 20% and 80%) of the data from an experiment, it alone is not enough
to hit the compression ratio targets for these workflows. In order to achieve higher compression
ratios, a method called ROBIN-SZ was developed. ROIBIN-SZ uses the peak information used to
perform non-hit rejection to losslessly preserve rectangular regions around the Bragg peaks, while
using aggressive 2 × 2 binning followed by SZ3 compression on the background. Preserving the
background is critical because the peak-finding process is not infallible. There can be false-negative
peaks in the dataset that need to be preserved to some extent in order for the analysis process to
complete.

5.9 Compression for Data Transfer over WAN

Recently, error-bounded lossy compression techniques have also been used to improve the data
transfer performance over thewide area network (WAN). Ocelet [126]—a lossy-compression-based
data transfer accelerator developed for the Globus platform—is a typical example. The Ocelet

3The detectors used in beamlines often produce unsigned 14- or 16-byte integer data; but after gain correction, pedestal

correction, and calibration the data take the form of single-precision floating-point data. An open research question ia

whether compression can be effectively perform on raw data without these steps.
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framework is composed of 8 components/modules: user interface, FuncX service [5], Globus ser-
vice [6], parallel executor,MPI callmodule, error-bounded lossy compressionmodule, data loader/writer,
and lossy compression quality estimation module. The lossy compression quality estimation mod-
ule is used to find a suitable error bound and compressor to conduct the compression. The data
loader is used to load the data of multiple formats such as NetCDF [145], HDF5 [7], and binary. The
parallel executor is used to launch the compression/decompression work in a parallel job. Globus
manages the data transfer. FuncX service deals with remote orchestration. The user interface offers
a graphical interface that helps users submit the tasks easily.
In addition to aggregating all 8 modules together to form the Ocelet framework, some other

optimization strategies have been designed to improve the data transfer performance to address
I/O contention, compute-node waiting, and transfer slowdown for many small files. One issue is
that the compression task may exceed the capacity available on data transfer nodes or login nodes
and thus require powerful compute nodes to compress the data via a batch scheduler, while such
requests may not be scheduled immediately. To address this issue, Ocelet has a sentinel program
to monitor and schedule the transfer/compression task dynamically. As the data transfer request
is submitted, a certain amount of data will be transferred immediately without waiting for the
scheduled compute resources. Whenever the compute resources are allocated by the scheduler,
the remaining data that have not be transferred yet will be compressed and transferred, a process
that can accelerate the overall transfer performance in turn. According to the Globus data transfer
experiments across different sites over the WAN, the data transfer performance can be greatly
improved by applying the adaptive parallel compression: more than 90% of the transfer time can
be reduced by this method.

5.10 Compression for Boosting Communication in HPC Clusters

Researchers have been actively investigating the application of lossy compression to boost the
performance of communication in high-performance clusters, focusing on two primary categories:
point-to-point and collective communication. Collective communication operations encompass a
variety of types, which fall into two distinct subcategories, collective datamovement and collective
computation, based on their respective communication patterns.
In point-to-point communication, Zhou et al. [198] utilized 1D fixed-rate ZFP compression [46]

to enhanceMPI communicationswithin GPU clusters. Thismethod predominantly enhances point-
to-point communication effectiveness but falls short in collective communication scenarios. More-
over, its fixed-rate design, which favors compressed data size over accuracy, fails to assure bounded
error, a crucial aspect in lossy compression.
On the collective communication front, Huang et al. [75] developed a high-performance frame-

work to improve performance across all MPI collectives. This CPU-based method is a significant
advancement in compression-enabled MPI collective communication, demonstrating 1.8–2.7× per-
formance improvement over traditional MPI collectives and various baselines. They also provided
both theoretical analysis and experimental results to prove the limited impact of error-bounded
lossy compression on the final accuracy of collective communications. However, this approach
does not efficiently tackle GPU utilization, synchronization, and device-host data transfer issues,
leading to suboptimal results in GPU clusters.
Addressing collective communication on GPU clusters, Zhou et al. [199] enhancedMPI_Alltoall

performance on GPUs through 1D fixed-rate ZFP. Their method, however, depends on a CPU-
centric staging algorithm tailored for a singular collective operation, thus limiting its applicability
and performance. The fixed-rate compression further compounds these limitations, affecting both
performance and compression quality. In response, Huang et al. [73, 74] presented a GPU-centric
framework designed to optimize both collective computation and data movement, while efficiently
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controlling data distortion. This innovative approach harnesses the full computational capabilities
of GPUs, significantly reducing the compression cost, synchronization, and device-host data trans-
fers. The resulting performance improvements are notable, surpassing NCCL and Cray MPI by up
to 4.5× and 28.7×, respectively.

5.11 Compression for Distributed Machine Learning & Federated Learning Systems

Recent years have witnessed the rapid evolution of deep learning models for getting high model
accuracy, especially in the realm of large-scale models. Typical examples include large language
foundation models (e.g., Palm and GPT-4 [21, 138]), large-scale models in computer vision (e.g.,
VGGs, ResNets [68, 154]), and life science (e.g., AlphaFolds [90]). Large-scale models have achieved
significant breakthroughs and demonstrated remarkable success in learning and generative tasks
inmultiple domains by applying a large number ofmodel parameters and a huge training dataset [34].
Along with these rapid advancements and their success, however, come computational, training
data collection, and privacy challenges in training these models. Distributed systems, including
the public/private cloud and HPC platforms, provide strong support for training large-scale mod-
els based on large-volume training datasets to accelerate the training procedure. Therefore, dis-
tributed machine learning systems have become a hot topic in recent years. Typically, there are
two distributed training schemes: data parallel [101, 105, 150, 190, 191] and model parallel [153].
Communication across different computing nodes during the training has been identified as

the main bottleneck for distributed machine learning systems. The gradients, model parameters,
and even activation data are transmitted across different computing nodes during the training.
With the increase in model size, these data increase dramatically and bring high communication
overhead. To improve the training performance, we need to compress them for communication
reduction.
Three main kinds of communication reduction approaches exist: ❶ reducing communication

rounds, ❷ communication and computing overlapping, and ❸ gradients and parameter compres-
sion. The gradient compression approachesmainly consist of gradient sparsification, gradient quan-
tization, low rank, and error-bounded lossy compression.
Gradient Sparsification The core idea here is transmitting only the gradients, which play a

significant role in the model update. A gradient near zero indicates that the associated parameter
has potentially been converged, and such gradients have little contribution to model updating
[192] and can be dropped out to reduce the communication overhead; such approaches include
Top-K sparsification [17, 116, 144, 147]. Gradient Quantization These approaches use the low-
precision data to represent the original data (e.g., defined by float32 data type), which maps the
discretized continuous value to different integers in a range. The one-bit SGD [149] and signSGD
[32] open an opportunity for gradient quantization. The recentmost popular gradient quantization
works, TerGrad [180] and QSGD [19], use the stochastic unbiased estimation value of the gradient
to reduce the gradient error for the gradient quantization. Low Rank Some recent research works
argue that the final model learned has a “low stable rank” for the modern overparameterized DNN
models [106, 132, 173], which can explain the impressive generalization properties of the trained
DNNmodels. This opens an opportunity for gradient compression using the low-rank approaches,
in which the large gradient matrix is decomposed as several small matrices before transferring and
then reconstructed after receiving.
Error-Bounded Lossy Compressors An emerging area of research is using error-bounded

lossy compressors such as SZ and ZFP to reduce the size of model updates for distributed sys-
tems. Early approaches such as DeepSZ [85] focused on providing a framework for compression
and storage of general DNN model architectures. Their results showed that through compressing
the weights of the model, they could achieve high compression ratios in those areas, leading to
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reported ≈ 50× compression on the weights. Other studies, such as the FedSZ framework [181],
demonstrate how SZ-based compression can be efficiently integrated into federated learning (FL)
workflows. By compressing local model updates before transmission, FedSZ effectively reduces
the bandwidth requirements and latency in FL systems, particularly in edge computing scenarios.
This approach enhances communication efficiency and opens new avenues for maintaining model
quality under stringent bandwidth constraints. A significant advantage of using error-bounded
lossy compression is that it can retain more information than the above methods. While compres-
sors introduce noise, they do not erase information like sparsification or quantization at certain
error boundaries. Developing error-bounded lossy compression strategies to target communica-
tion reduction for distributed learning systems is an open area of research. More work is needed
to address this and to understand the nuances of controlled compression algorithms and how they
affect model accuracy and performance.

6 RELATED WORK

In this section we discuss the work related to the survey of lossy compression.
Compression survey across domains and data types.

• Jayasankar et al. [83] contributed a comprehensive survey to summarize the data compres-
sion techniques in terms of different coding schemes (such as entropy coding and dictionary
coding) amd across various data types (such as text compression, image compression, audio
compression, and video compression). The survey also involved various use cases, including
compression for wireless sensor networks, medical imaging, database compression, HEP
data compression, and wind turbine data compression. However, the survey was written
based on a high-level view of the data compression techniques, so that it has limited infor-
mation about lossy compression for scientific datasets. For example, it does not mention the
state-of-the-art error-bounded lossy compressors SZ [50, 164] and ZFP [117] at all. More-
over, it was published in 2018, so it misses many critical lossy compression techniques such
as MGARD [13], SPEER [104], and SZ3 [193] developed after its publication.

• Son et al. [157] provided a survey about data compression for scientific domains that were
generally produced by HPC applications. This survey involves both lossless compression
techniques (such as FPC [35], ISOBAR [148], and PRIMACY [152]) and four lossy compres-
sors (such as ISABELA [98] and fpzip [118]). Similar to Jayasankar et al.’s survey, however,
this survey misses many key error-bounded lossy compression methods such as SZ [50, 164],
ZFP [117], MGARD [13], SPERR [104], and TTHRESH [27], which were published after its
publication.

Compression Survey for Specific Domains or Use Cases

We also collected the survey papers about compression for specific domains, use cases, or data.

• Climate data: Mummadisetty et al. [135] discussed the lossless compression methods used
for climate datasets. This survey shows that lossless compressors can only get compression
ratios of up to 5.81 on climate data compression. Kunkel et al. [94] wrote another survey
about data compression for climate data, which mainly covered lossless compression tech-
niques and mentioned only a few lossy compressors such as ISABELA [98] and ZFP [117].
It also provided a modeling for the impact of compression on performance and cost with
regard to memory, I/O, and networks.

• Seismic data: Hilal et al. [136] wrote a survey about different seismic data compression meth-
ods. This survey coversmultiple compression techniques, such as transformation, prediction,
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quantization, run length, and sampling. It can be deemed an initial attempt to provide an up-
to-date overview of the research work carried out in this all-important field of seismic data
processing.

• Medical data: Al-Salamee et al. [18] provided a survey regarding the compression of medi-
cal image data for both lossy compression approaches (such as Fractals, wavelet, region of
interest, and non-region of interest ) and lossless approaches (such as adaptive block size,
least square). Rate-distortion is considered in this survey as the main metric to investigate
and evaluate the compression quality and performance.

• Point cloud data: Quach et al. [142] provided a comprehensive survey about deep-learning-
based point cloud compression methods. Specifically, they covered various categories of ge-
ometry and attribute compression and discussed the importance of level of detail decomposi-
tion for compression, the limitation of separating geometry and attribute compression, and
the importance of rendering in the context of compression. They also discussed how point
cloud compression relates to mesh compression and identified their intersection.

• Time series data: Chiarot et al. [41] provided a comprehensive survey about the principal
time series compression techniques, proposing a taxonomy to classify them considering their
overall approach and their characteristics. The authors also discussed the performance of the
selected algorithms by comparing the experimental results that were provided in the original
articles.

Compared with all these surveys, our paper has four unique features/contributions, which are
summarized in next section.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper we provide a comprehensive survey to discuss error-bounded lossy compressors for
scientific datasets in multiple facets. Our survey features the following key contributions:

• We propose a lossy compression model taxonomywith 6 different compression models, from
high-speed (low-quality) compression to low-speed (high-quality) compression.

• This is the first survey paper comprehensively discussing themodular techniques commonly
used in error-controlled lossy compressors.

• This is the most comprehensive survey including 30+ state-of-the-art error-controlled lossy
compressors developed from 2006 through early 2024.

• This survey also comprehensively discusses optimized compressors customized for specific
applications or use cases.

In the future, we will continue to survey modern error-bounded lossy compression techniques
for diverse accelerators (such as FPGA, GPU, and CPUVector) with various applications/use-cases.
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